Abstract-Present project is aimed at increasing the amount of lift produced by typical airfoil. This is achieved by its modification into the co-flow jet structure where a new internal flow is created inside the airfoil from well-designed apertures on its surface. The limit where produced excess lift overcomes the weight of pumping system inserted in airfoil upper portion, and drag force is converted into thrust is discussed in terms of airfoil velocity and angle of attack. Two normal and co-flow jet models are numerically designed, and experimental results for both fabricated normal airfoil and CFJ model have been tested in low subsonic wind tunnel. Application has been made to subsonic NACA 652-415 airfoil. Produced lift in CFJ airfoil indicates a maximum value up to a factor of 5 above normal airfoil nearby flow separation ie in relatively weak flow distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite large effort to improve the quality of flying objects such as aircrafts mainly by designing always better wing profiles, there is a limitation imposed by the very principle of flight related to the speed itself which generates a -beneficial‖ lift and a -damaging‖ drag. Aside finding (passive) best wing profiles, more active control approach has been thoroughly explored through extremely sophisticated flow control (FC) techniques. FC is playing a more and more important role to improve aircraft aerodynamic performance [1] by shortening take-off and landing distances, increasing maneuverability, enlarging payloads, reducing fuel consumption and overall weight. To enhance lift and suppress separation, various FC techniques have been used over the time, including amongst other rotating cylinder at leading and trailing edge [2, 3] , circulation control using tangential blowing at leading edge and trailing edge [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , multi-element airfoils [9] , pulsed jet separation control [10, 11, 12] . The different FC methods have their different features and have all to comply with three issues which need to be considered 1) Effectiveness: the FC method should have substantial improvement of aerodynamic performance, which primarily includes lift enhancement, drag reduction, and stall margin increase (suppression of separation), 2) Energy efficient: the FC method should not cause significantly more energy expenditure. Otherwise, the penalty may out-weight the benefit for the whole aircraft as a system. This includes minimal penalty to the propulsion system, minimal weight increase due to the FC system, and 3) Easy implementation: the FC technique should not be too difficult to be implemented. Very rapidly limitations appear in S.L. Siddanathi Undergraduate Student, ECE Paris School of Engineering design of corresponding systems and to increase again the load carried by flying objects with increased maneuverability would require more powerful engines with too much defective weight.
To overcome them there is however another possibility which is to take advantage of the speed instead of antagonizing it, consisting in diverting part of the flow circulation inside the airfoil itself in the co-flow jet (CFJ) system [13] . The recirculation has to be driven by a pumping system which is increasing the weight of the airfoil and reduces aircraft autonomy by its own consumption. It is thus interesting to determine the limit of the domain where using CFJ turns out to be overall beneficial for a flight journey. In present analysis, this system is numerically and experimentally analyzed on a simple NACA 652-415 airfoil [14] , a subsonic and chambered airfoil used in PIPER PA 28-151 trainer aircraft, to delimitate the domain where CFJ system becomes globally interesting.
II. THE CO-FLOW JET MODEL
Contrary to the other FC methods all needing external movable additions, CFJ is realized by opening two slots at the leading and trailing edges see Figure 1 . The slot at the leading edge should be smaller than the slot at the trailing edge. Leading edge slot is made at an angle parallel to the flow i.e. it should be in flow direction so that it makes the flow to pass without any absorption, and the trailing edge slot should be in the direction opposite to the flow so that it absorbs the flow which is leaving the airfoil. In CFJ jet airfoil high energy jet is injected tangentially on the suction surface near the leading edge and the same amount of mass flow is sucked in the trailing edge as shown in Figure  1 . The turbulent shear layer between the main flow and the jet causes a strong turbulence diffusion and mixing, which enhances the lateral transport of energy, allows the main flow to overcome the severe adverse pressure gradient and stays attached at high angle of attack. The airfoil always achieves a significantly high lift due to the augmented circulation, and the operating range of angle of attack (AoA), hence the stall margin, is significantly increased. The energized main flow fills the wake and dramatically reduces the drag and generates thrust.
Since a CFJ airfoil blows and sucks the same amount of mass flow, this creates the zero net mass flux flow control. The jet mass flow can be generated by a pumping system or can be regenerated through the propulsion system. This avoids dumping away the airframe propulsion system when significantly compared to the blowing method alone. The coflow jet can be on during the whole fly mission. The lift enhancement and drag reduction can be controlled by adjusting the injection total pressure, hence the jet mass flow rate, during the mission according to different needs but without requiring any moving parts.
Previous studies [15] performed on NACA 652-415 airfoil in wind tunnel have experimentally shown that a smaller injection slot size has better performance for lift increase (from 113% up to 220%) and stall margin (from 100% to 132%), whereas a larger injection slot size leads to larger drag reduction when compared to baseline airfoil. Overall, the stagnation point shifting, as the mass flow rate increases, leads to higher velocity at leading edge and over the suction surface and produces higher lift. Other studies [16] performed on NACA 6415 airfoil using discrete jets have shown that jet injection behind the leading edge suction near trailing edge provides a unique mechanism to minimize jet pumping energy, because injection (jet suction) takes respectively place at lowest (highest) pressure location of the airfoil. CFJ fundamental mechanism is that adverse pressure gradient on suction surface augments turbulent shear layer mixing and diffusion between the main flow and the jet. So higher and more extended vorticity as generated by a discrete jet will produce stronger flow entrainment and flow mixing. It has been observed that drag reduction is nearly constant over a range from 0 to 35° of AoA for a fixed moment coefficient, and the larger as the moment coefficient is larger.
As it stands, CFJ airfoil is potentially very effective to enhance lift, suppress separation and reduce the drag. It can achieve high C l /C d at low AoA and high lift and drag at high AoA, significantly increasing AoA operating range and stall margin [17] . It generates a small penalty on the propulsion system and can be applied to any thick or thin airfoil shape. It can be used for whole flying mission instead of only take-off landing sequences, and also for low and high speed aircraft with easy implementation. It would lead to extremely short distance for takeoff and landing, to high maneuverability, high safety, fast acceleration, very economic fuel consumption, and reduced skin friction and form drag. There is also low operating noise as there is no high lift flap system and wake mixing is weakened.
III. AIRFOIL DEFINITION AND METHODS
The objective in present paper is to verify numerically and experimentally previous assertions and in particular to evaluate the domain in parameter space, if any, where lift and drag performance increase completely compensates the transformation of normal wing into CFJ one. As the properties are mainly related to modification of flow distribution by airfoil geometric changes (surface apertures), significant results can already be gotten by analysis of modified CFJ low speed typical airplane wing. They are directly comparable to non-modified one with modest equipment compatible with academic environment in which this study has been developed. Here the basic airfoil is subsonic NACA 652-415 one utilized for PIPER PA 28-151, currently used for training, and normal airfoil is into the co flow jet model.
For this, the analysis had been carried out both numerically and experimentally and finally a comparative study of lift and drag in normal and co flow jet airfoils has been made. In the modification process, it is important to choose adequately sensitive pressure sensors to get accurate enough results. Numerical analysis by CFD method replaces initial continuous problem domain by discrete one using chosen mesh or grid. In the continuous domain, each flow variable is defined at every point in the domain and equations are discretized in the form.
And are solved for the relevant flow variables at the grid points with the help of software programs GAMBIT and FLUENT. GAMBIT is used to create the geometry, to mesh it and to set the boundary conditions, and FLUENT is used to solve and analyze the results. The values at other locations than grid points are determined by interpolation. Parameters are specified as in Table I Attention has to be paid to the mesh labelling with the modified CFJ model to account for the geometric change of the foil profile, see Figure 3 . The properties for solving are the same as for normal model, with inlet velocity at the leading edge slot 30% larger than normal flow velocity, so increased velocity comes around 70m/s. For the experiments, two normal and CFJ modified airfoils have been fabricated with mild steel, easy enough to bend to the correct shape and to install CFJ simulating effect on modified one. Measurements have been carried out in a subsonic wind tunnel of suction type and producing a velocity of 40 m/s, both on the normal and the CFJ models at 0, 3,7,10 degree of AoA following Table I Table I and AoA = 10°. As expected, pressure is larger on lower airfoil surface whereas velocity has an inverse behavior. Experimental analysis has been also performed on normal and CFJ NACA 652-415 airfoils. Drag coefficient is reported in Table II 
Drag is reduced by a factor 3 to 5 with CFJ system, and three important observations can be made on Figures 6ab. First the lift coefficient dramatically increases by a factor of at least 50 when compared to normal counterpart, and favorably compares to numerical results given earlier (C l =2.24) for different parameter values. Second, this large jump occurs regularly over the explored range of AoA. Third, the increase of jet velocity from 3 to 5 times the free stream velocity does not significantly changes the lift coefficient for different stream velocities. This indicates, on top of regular maximum value corresponding to stall angle, a saturation of CFJ effect with CFJ injected velocity for studied free stream velocities. So there is an optimum threshold jet velocity for relatively large range of stream velocities which provides best lift gain while being obtained with smallest power consumption. This is the most effective as AoA values are larger than typically 5°, and is very useful for low speed manoeuvers, despite the increase of drag coefficient as shown on Table II . It is also interesting to take advantage of this fact for organizing aircraft flight trajectory control which should then be constituted of a series of ups and downs so that AoA is always at the limit threshold for which the total lift equals aircraft weight for a prescribed velocity and drag is still modest. The balance between larger consumption for higher co-flow velocity at a smaller AoA and for larger weight carriage at same AoA will be discussed elsewhere.
V. CONCLUSION
By modifying the flow structure around an airfoil it is possible to change significantly the forces acting on the foil. In present case, this is obtained by recirculating the flow lines inside the foil by making two adapted apertures on the foil surface at leading and trailing edges, so that energy can be transferred from the jet to the main flow by turbulent mixing created by this new circulation. To increase the turbulent mixing with main flow, injection aperture has to be as close as possible to leading edge and downstream of suction peak to take advantage of adverse pressure gradient. Aside stall AoA increase with injection slot reduction for fixed co-flow jet velocity, it is also expectable that larger co-flow jet velocity will increase resulting lift applied to the foil. So it is interesting to determine the domain in {stream velocity, jet The problem has been studied here on a NACA652-415 subsonic airfoil with which experiments have been set up for verifications. It is mainly found that for large range of stream velocities, there exists a jet flow velocity above which lift coefficient saturates. The problem of designing the recirculation system for reaching this value and the optimization of flight conduct will be considered elsewhere. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT I am very much indebted to ECE Paris School of Engineering for having provided the necessary set-up with which the project has been completed and to Pr. M. Cotsaftis for help in the preparation of the manuscript
